A Familiar Venture Walkthrough
The most efficient route through the game, but not the only route

Note: Many of the events of this game are non-linear, and as such, some events from more recent updates may be available before the end of the content listed for the version of the game-build walkthrough you may be presently reading.

V 0.01

Early Saturday Morning
Wake up scene, your have one choice

Choice:

"Peek down her robe": You can raise Jacky’s libido points by one, but you also lose one affection point

"Gross!! That’s just weird!": No consequences.

Completed Event 1: Tony’s in jail, shit’s fucked up

START: You start out the game in the MC's room, you have a lot of places you can go. Events happen in the Kitchen, Lauren’s Room, and the Lounge.

Kitchen: Not essential, but you get another opportunity to peek down Jacky’s robe.
Lauren’s Room: Also not essential, but you have a small intro to Lauren, and have an opportunity to see that Ryan is a pretty normal kid, with no interest in banging his family (yet).
**Lounge:** You have to click on the portrait to continue, and then click on Tony. You will get a little back story, and after getting through his info you can continue with the game. You also can get backstory for each character, (recommended), but not essential.

You can now go to the warehouse via the map icon.

**Warehouse:** You meet Bobby, and learn more of the plot of the game. You are introduced to the main source of income for the beginning of the game. Bobby will give you $300, and then you will make deliveries and make anywhere from $200 - $450.

**Completed Event 2: Talked with Bobby**

**Evening:**
**Map:** Go back to your house

**House:** Go to the Kitchen
**Kitchen:** You will sit down to dinner with Jacky and Lauren. You can either ask Jacky or Lauren about their day and raise their affection points by one,

- ask Lauren- (recommended) You will have more opportunities to raise Jacky's affection, and you need Lauren’s affection higher to trigger an event later on.

The mafia will come over and Jacky will go with them to their casino. Jacky will also take all of your money to use against the weekly mafia debt.

**Strip-club:** Ryan will follow them over, and Ryan will discover they’ve given Jacky the job of a stripper to raise the money that they were short to pay their weekly debt. He will have the opportunities to leave rather than watch Jacky strip.

-choice- **Stay and watch** - continues story
**Go Home** -ends game

Staying and watching Jacky strip will influence the MC psychologically to make him develop a sexual infatuation with Jacky. He will then have one more chance to leave.

-choice- **Keep Watching** - MC accepts the infatuation. Jacky starts to feel more comfortable stripping and even sexually excited
MC masturbates and jizzes all over the wall. Jacky spots him and feels ashamed of herself.
Jacky’s affection - 5
Jacky’s libido + 2
Jacky’s submission + 1

**Go Home** -ends the game
Completed Event 3: Jacky’s a stripper

Night:
Map - Go home.
Home Go to Lauren’s room
Lauren’s Room MC starts to contemplate his infatuation for Jacky and realizes Lauren is almost a mini version of Jacky, decides to try out some manipulation skills on Lauren as a way to practice seducing Jacky. MC decides to use subliminal messages to influence Lauren.
Lauren’s Submission + 1

Sleep Go to MC Bedroom and click on bed. MC will sleep

Sunday Early Morning: Lauren will wake you up in bed to find out what happened at the club the night before. You will have the opportunity to cover up your morning wood, or to flaunt it.
Choice-

Cover Up (recommended) Lauren’s affection + 1
Lauren’s Libido + 1 Affection points are harder to gain on Lauren than affection points. You will want them to trigger a scene later on.

Why should I? You get 5 points for libido, but you get 10 points Towards Lauren’s anger. This slows down your progress, but the anger points can be erased by buying Lauren presents later.

(Note: Each girls anger will decrease by one point every time you sleep.)

Sunday Morning: Go to Jacky’s room
Jacky’s Room: You have the opportunity to convince Jacky you still love her even though she’s a stripper.
Jacky’s Libido + 1

Completed Event 4: Comforted Jacky

Sunday Afternoon: At this point more options open up to you.

Lauren’s Room: MC has a conversation with Lauren about how he is going to provide for the family now. Lauren doesn’t believe him and makes a deal that she’ll do anything he asks within reason if he is successful in providing for them and taking her shopping.
Go to Map

**Map:** Go to Warehouse

**Warehouse:** The best use of an afternoon is to make deliveries at Tony’s warehouse to make anywhere between $200 - $450. Based just on chance. “Make deliveries”

**Computer** You can now use your computer to buy presents for the girls when you make them angry.
- **Chocolate:** costs $10 and takes away 2 anger points.
- **Hardnlong gift-cards:** cost $25 and takes away 5 anger points.
- **Flowers:** (Don’t use yet!!) They cost $50, take away 10 anger points, and give 1 Affection point, but they can’t be used until the girls affection points are over 50 Points (which is impossible in the first two builds.) If you use before you increase their affection, they will make the girls angry 2 points, and lose 1 affection point.

You can give the presents to the girls whenever they are in their rooms with the door locked.

All deliveries must be picked up at Tony’s Warehouse.

You can also use the computer to look at pictures of the girls you have taken, and also to jack off to their pictures, which will advance time.

**Bed** You can now use your bed to sleep at night, or to look at memes during the daytime. Looking at memes advances time.

**Sunday Evening:** Go to the kitchen to talk to mom first! If you go to the Lounge you could miss this event. This event also allows you to do dishes in the evenings to raise Jacky’s affection.

**Choice:**
- **Hey Jacky it’s good to see you up and about:** raises affection by one point
- **Are you drinking again?:** (recommended) You lose one affection point, but that can be easily made up, but you gain 2 submission points for Jacky.

Go to Lounge:

**Lounge:** Scene where you help Lauren find TV remote. Lauren libido + 1
If Lauren’s anger is 0, you can also sit and watch Game of Thots with her. resulting in Lauren affection + 1, and Lauren libido + 1
If anger is greater than 0, you can see this scene another evening once you get her anger down.

**Completed Event 5: Helped Lauren find the tv remote.**

**Sunday Night:** This is a good time to visit both Lauren and Jacky to do subliminal messages.

**Monday Early Morning:** Not a lot to do, you can explore around and find two locked doors that inform you that Jacky does yoga in her room every early morning and Lauren takes a shower. Once you buy spy-cams for $1000 each you can place them to watch their showers/workouts.

Pass the time by either looking at memes at Ryan’s bed, or Fapping to one of the girls at the computer.

**Monday Morning:** Go to the Map  
**Map** Go to the school  
**School Hallway:** Go to the classroom  
**Classroom:** MC introduces all the members of his class. Has flashback and daydream about Jacky which also involves Lauren. MC then talks to his classmate Matt about Jacky.

**Choice:**  
"Accept Matt’s help ("WARNING" future NTR content)" This choice depends on if you like NTR or not. Choosing to accept Matt’s help puts you on the NTR route. It also unlocks a scene with Megan that you do not get if you choose the Loyalty route.

"Tell Matt to go fuck himself" This choice puts the MC on the Loyalty route. Choose this if you don’t want to see NTR content.

**Monday Afternoon:**

**NTR Event. If you choose to accept Matt’s help:**

**Classroom:** “Attend Class” Attends another lecture from Jacky. Increases Jacky’s respect for Ryan by 1 point.

“Keep looking around.” (recommended) choose to go to the bathroom.
Bathroom: Click on the stall. Megan appears and gives MC a blowjob as payment for allowing Matt to join your fuck Jacky team.

Completed NTR Event 7: Got a blowjob from Megan

Loyalty Route: If you told Matt to Fuck off:
Classroom: “Attend Class” Attends another lecture from Jacky. Increases Jacky’s respect for Ryan by 1 point.

“Keep looking around.” (recommended) go to the map

Map: Go to the Warehouse
Warehouse: “Make deliveries.” Make some money$$

Monday Evening:

Map: Go home
Ryan’s Bedroom: Go to Kitchen
Kitchen: Go sit down for dinner

Choice: “Ask Jacky about her day” +1 affection from Jacky
“Ask Lauren about her day” (recommended) +1 affection from Lauren

Sidney will come in and explain she’s been kicked out of school for not being able to pay for tuition and room and board without Tony’s money (which has been cut off). It is decided that she will share a room with Lauren.

Completed Event 6: Sidney came home.

Kitchen: You can look around and find that Mom is in the shower. You can go to the Lounge (recommended) and watch Game of Thots with Lauren if she isn’t mad at you.

Lounge: Going to the lounge most evenings is recommended. Each time you watch tv with Lauren you raise her libido points by 1.

Monday Night:

Jacky’s Room: You have the option to increase Jacky’s submission through subliminal messages each night, until you reach a point where the messages are no longer effective.
Lauren’s Room: You will attempt to use subliminal messages on Lauren, but will find that Sidney is a light sleeper. So you will need to find another solution to continue their progression at night.

Ryan’s Room: You can click on the computer and order melatonin from the online store to help the girls in the house sleep deeper. You will not be able to go to the warehouse to pick it up at night, you will have to wait for the morning. Click on bed and go to sleep.

Tuesday Early Morning:

Map: You can go to the warehouse first thing and pick up the melatonin
Warehouse: Choose “Pick up items” and get your melatonin
Map: Go back home
Ryan’s Room: Go to kitchen
Kitchen: Now you will place the melatonin into the tea, which the girls drink before bed every night.
Ryan’s Room: Pass time by fapping at the computer or looking at memes on the bed.

Tuesday Morning:

Bathroom: Door is locked, Sidney is taking her shower. Once you buy spy-cam form online store, you will be able to see her shower.

Map: Go to school
School Hallway: Go to class
Classroom: Choose “Attend Class” Jacky’s respect + 1

Tuesday Afternoon:

Classroom: Choose “Keep looking around.”
Map: Go home
Ryan’s Room: Go to Lauren’s room
Lauren’s Room: “Spy on Sidney” (recommended) watch Sidney change her clothes, and she will almost catch you. +1 Sidney Libido. This also unlocks the ability to fap to Sidney’s pics on the computer
“Keep Looking around” nothing happens

Optional Scene: results in Sidney anger, which can slow things up, but is kind of fun to see.
Go to any other room: then return to Lauren’s room
Lauren’s Room: You will get caught by Sidney and she’ll know for sure you were spying on her, and depending on how you respond is how mad she will be at you.
Choice: “Just a little bit” results in Sidney Anger +5
“Nothing” results in Sidney Anger +10

Lauren’s Room: Go to map
Map: Go to Warehouse
Warehouse: “Make deliveries” and make some money$$

Tuesday Evening:

Map: Go home
Ryan’s Room: Go to Lounge
Lounge: Watch TV with Lauren +1 Lauren’s Libido.

Tuesday Night:

Lounge: Go to Jacky’s room.
Jacky’s Room: Subliminal Messages - Jacky’s Submission +1 Go to Lauren’s room
Lauren’s Room: Now that the girls are all sleeping deeply thanks to the melatonin, you can get away with a little more than just subliminal messages. Now you can get Sidney to grope Lauren. After Jacky yells at the girls you can go back to your room.
Ryan’s Room: Click on bed and go to sleep.

Wednesday Early Morning:

Ryan’s Room: Just click on bed to look at memes, or computer to fap and pass the time.

Wednesday Morning:

Ryan’s Room: Go to map
Map: Go to school
School Hallway: Go to classroom
Classroom: “Attend Class” +1 Jacky’s respect
Wednesday Afternoon:

**Classroom:** Click on map  
**Map:** Click on Warehouse  
**Warehouse:** “Make Deliveries”

Wednesday Evening:

**Map:** Click on home  
**Ryan’s Room:** Click on Kitchen  
**Kitchen:** Now that Sidney has groped Lauren, she is available in the kitchen every evening. You can only talk with her if her anger is at zero. Your first visit with her will have some conversation choices.

- **Choice:** “Talk to Sidney” (recommended) get the conversation going, and Sidney will unknowingly flash you.  
  “Nevermind” why would you choose this one?
- **Choice:** “Just a really quick peek” (recommended) This one’s a freebie, go for it.  
  “Don’t risk it” No consequences, but you don’t get a closer look.

Sidney then continues to tell you that she is trying to make a cosplay costume for Lauren, but doesn’t have the money because of Tony going to jail. MC offers to pay and explains that he wants to take Tony’s place as breadwinner. Sidney finds this very funny.

- **Choice:** “Take a Look” You decide to go for it, but you are noticed Sidney asks what you’re looking at  
  **Choice:** “What do you think slut.” Sidney Anger +10  
  “Nothing” Sidney Anger +5, Sidney libido +3  
  “Stay Strong” (recommended) You tell Sidney what’s what, and which surprises her a little. Sidney submission +1, Sidney libido +1

Now go to the Lounge

**Lounge:** Watch tv with Lauren +1 Lauren’s Libido

Wednesday Night:

**Lounge:** Go to Jacky’s room.  
**Jacky’s Room:** Subliminal Messages -Jacky’s Submission +1 Go to Lauren’s room  
**Lauren’s Room:** During the second visit you can make Sidney finger Lauren’s pussy. Jacky will come yell at the girls again. Sidney Libido +1. Then go to Ryan’s room.
**Ryan’s Room:** Click on bed and go to sleep.

**Thursday:**

Repeat all of Wednesday’s events until night. You don’t have to meet with Sidney, but you can if you want for no points.

**Thursday Night:**

**Lounge:** Go to Jacky’s room.

**Jacky’s Room:** Subliminal Messages - Jacky’s Submission +1 Go to Lauren’s room At this point Jacky’s submission may be too high to actually need to visit her room at night anymore.

**Lauren’s Room:** During the third visit you can make Sidney finger Lauren’s asshole. Jacky will come yell at the girls again. Sidney Libido + 1, Jacky libido + 1, and the result will be that Sidney will now sleep on the couch at night. Now go to Ryan’s room.

Completed Event 8: “Separated Lauren and Sidney”

**Ryan’s Room:** Click on bed and go to sleep.

**Friday:**

Repeat all of Wed-Thurs events until night.

**Friday Night:**

**Lauren’s Room:** You can now continue to use your subliminal messages on Lauren until you reach the point where they are not effective anymore. Now go to Ryan’s room.

**Ryan’s Room:** Click on bed and go to sleep.

**Saturday:**

You can meme or fap your way through most of the day if you want. You can visit Lauren in her room in the afternoon if you want for no consequences.

**Saturday Evening:**
You are unable to advance time anywhere else, so your only option is to go to the lounge.

**Lounge:** Lauren is watching tv when you hear a knock at the door. You answer it and find Joey DeCapo and his goon looking for either payment or to take Jacky with him. Jacky asks if you made enough money for the weekly payment. This choice depends on the way you want to play the game.

**Choice:**

*Yes*” This option is available only if you have the $1000 dollars. This is the best choice if you are trying to avoid any NTR content. However you can let Jacky go to the club 2 times without any consequences. If you choose this option Jacky is very grateful and gives you a tight hug in her sexy dress. This option gives you +10 in affection, it zeroes Jacky's anger if she has any, and +1 Jacky's libido.

*No (lie)*”This option is available only if you have the $1000. This is a good choice if you're going for the NTR route. This option plays out a scene at the club where Jacky catches and confronts you. Jacky’s Anger +10, Jacky’s Affection -10, Jacky’s Submission +1

*No” This option is available if you don’t have $1000 in your inventory. You can go to the club and you don’t get caught by Jacky. Jacky’s Affection -5, Jacky’s libido +3.

---

**V 0.02**

---

At this point in the game keeping track of days is difficult, so events will now be by character.

**Jacky:**

**School:** After you have sat through 3 total lectures from mom, you can now ask her for help with an assignment.

**Afternoon: Classroom**
Choice: "Talk to Jacky about Oedipus assignment" If you are currently on the NTR route, you will see that Matt and Megan are talking with Jacky, and you will join in on their Conversation. If you are on the Loyalty route, it will still just be Megan talking with Jacky. After the conversation, Ryan will ask Jacky for help with an assignment. She will tell Ryan to go wait for her in her office.

Once in Jacky’s office Ryan will tell her about a video game he found that he things would work well on his Oedipus assignment, but wants to get Jacky’s opinion. Ryan will show Jacky scenes from either Milfy City by Icstor, or Big Brother by Dark Silver. Which will fluster her a little, and excite her even more. +1 Jacky libido. There are three variations to this scene. Repeat it to see them all, and continue to repeat it to constantly raise Jacky’s libido.

Spy-Cam Events Bathroom:
Acquire a spy-cam from the online store on Ryan’s computer. Go to the bathroom at anytime when someone else is not inside. A menu option will appear to “Set up new spy-cam” choose this and spy cam events in the bathroom will be available

   Evening: Bathroom
   Choice: “Take a peek.” This scene is available any evening except for weekends. The first time you go through the scene you will take a picture that will be added to your computer’s gallery. When you repeat the scene you will not take a picture.

   Evening: Bathroom with Jacky at 10 libido: You can hear moaning from outside the door.
   Choice: “Take a peek” This masturbation scene is repeatable, but you will only take a picture for your computer gallery the first time you trigger this event. Jacky’s libido -5

Completed Event 11: “Jacky masturbated in the shower”

Spy-Cam Events Bedroom:
Acquire a spy-cam from the online store on Ryan’s computer. Go to Jacky’s Bedroom at anytime when she is not inside. A menu option will appear to “Set up new spy-cam” choose this and spy cam events in Jacky’s Bedroom will be available.

   Early Morning: Jacky’s Bedroom
Choice: “Peek through spy-cam” You can see Jacky doing some yoga, and then later you will see her changing her clothes. If her anger is >1 you will only see her doing yoga.

Early Morning: Jacky’s Bedroom with Jacky at 10 libido: You can hear moaning from outside the door.
Choice: “Use spy-cam” Repeatable scene where Jacky masturbates on her bed. Jacky’s libido -5

Night: Jacky’s Bedroom if Jacky’s Anger is >1
Choice: “Peek through spy-cam” Just a scene with Jacky sleeping on her bed.

Night: Jacky’s Bedroom with Jacky at 10 libido: You can hear moaning from outside the door.

Completed Event 12: “Jacky Masturbated in bedroom”

1st Club NTR Event:
This scene is triggered from the lounge on Saturday evening, only after Jacky has visited the strip club 3 times after the initial visit. Whether Ryan lied and didn’t pay the DeCapos, or if he didn’t have the money doesn’t matter. This scene in non-repeatable. +1 Jacky’s libido

Completed NTR Event 10: “Lap-dance for Joey”

Lauren

Cosplay Event:
To trigger this event, Ryan must have paid Sidney $400 to make Lauren’s cosplay outfit and then waited for 3 days for Sidney to finish the outfit. See Sidney’s section for this version of the game.

Evening: Kitchen, Ryan walks into kitchen to see Sidney fitting Lauren for her cosplay outfit. A new character Mandy is also introduced. Mandy is Bobby’s daughter. Once Sidney finishes fitting Lauren, Ryan asks them to pose for him.
Choice: “Now let’s see how you pose when they ask you to take pics
from behind." (Recommended if Lauren’s affection is >4) You get a nice little scene of Mandy and Lauren posing from behind. Lauren’s libido +1, and Mandy’s libido +1
If Lauren’s libido is less than 4, it will make them mad and they will leave.

"Have a good time at the convention!" Pick this if Lauren’s affection is less than 4. They will leave much happier.

Early Morning: Ryan’s Room, Ryan will hear voices as he wakes up, and realizes that Lauren and Mandy are talking about his morning wood. They will then ask him to take pictures of them, and he will tell them to meet at Tony’s Warehouse. Lauren’s libido +1, Mandy’s libido +1

Tony’s Warehouse: Ryan will meet the girls at the warehouse, clean up a little bit, and the girls will get their costumes on. You will then begin the photo-shoot.

Choice: "Let’s modify your outfit so it shows a little more skin."
Lauren’s anger +1
"Let’s get Mandy to join the shoot." (recommended)
Ryan will have Lauren and Mandy take some pics together.

Choice: "Ok Lauren, Time to strip search her." (recommended) this increases Lauren’s anger, but also Mandy’s libido. Lauren Anger +5, Mandy libido + 2
"Alright, lets take some pics of just Mandy." This choice has no consequences.

Ryan will have Mandy take some pics by herself.

Choice: "Like, does the breastplate come off?" (recommended) +1
Mandy’s submission
"I don't know, you decide." +1 Mandy’s libido

Ryan will finish the photo-shoot and end up with Mandy’s and Lauren’s outfits in his inventory.

Ryan’s Room: Ryan will do some research and decide to post the pics on HentaiHeaven’s website. Now he just has to wait to see if they get any likes.

Ryan’s Room: After sleeping 1 night after posting the cosplay pictures, Ryan can access his computer at anytime, and it will trigger a scene where Lauren comes in and want’s to know if the pictures are getting any attention. She’ll be jealous that Mandy’s more lewd pictures are getting more attention than hers, and will be committed to be a little less prudish during photo-shoots.

Ryan will now be able to access
Spy-Cam Events Bathroom:
Acquire a spy-cam from the online store on Ryan’s computer. Go to the bathroom at anytime when someone else is not inside. A menu option will appear to “Set up new spy-cam” choose this and spy cam events in the bathroom will be available

Early Morning: Bathroom
Choice: “Take a peek.” This scene is available each morning. The first time you go through the scene you will take a picture that will be added to your computer’s gallery. When you repeat the scene you will not take a picture.

Early Morning: Bathroom with Lauren at 10 libido: You can hear moaning from outside the door.
Choice: “Take a peek” This masturbation scene is repeatable, but you will only take a picture for your computer gallery the first time you trigger this event. Lauren’s libido -5

Completed Event 13: Lauren masturbated in shower”

Spy-Cam Events Bedroom:
Acquire a spy-cam from the online store on Ryan’s computer. You must have already completed event 8 “Seperated Lauren and Sidney” Go to Lauren’s Bedroom at anytime when she is not inside. A menu option will appear to “Set up new spy-cam” choose this and spy cam events in Lauren’s Bedroom will be available.

Early Morning, Morning, Afternoon, and Evening Weekend: Lauren’s Bedroom if Lauren’s Anger is >1
Choice: "Let’s just take a peek at what she’s doing." scene of Lauren taking selfies on her bed.

Morning Weekend: Lauren’s Bedroom
Choice: "Peek through spy-cam." Scene of Lauren checking herself out in the mirror.

Morning Weekend with Lauren at 10 libido
Choice: “Use spy-cam” Repeatable scene of Lauren masturbating on bed.

Night: Lauren’s Bedroom if Lauren’s Anger is >1
Choice: “Peek through spy-cam” Just a scene with Lauren sleeping on her
Night: Lauren’s Bedroom with Lauren at 10 libido: You can hear moaning from outside the door.
Choice: “Use spy-cam” Same repeatable scene of Lauren masturbating on bed.

Completed Event 14: “Lauren masturbated in bedroom”

Sidney

Cosplay Event:
Kitchen Evening: Currently Sidney hangs out in the kitchen every evening. Once you have $400 you can request that she makes Lauren’s cosplay outfit
Choice: “I have enough money for both” (recommended) This option only appears if you have over $800. Sidney’s respect + 1, Money -$400.
"Mom can just work it off at the club this week." This is the option to choose if you don’t have over $800. There are no real consequences to this choice.
"You're right, I should save up a little more money first." This option is good if you want to save up some money to get that respect point for Sidney.

After this event, you can talk to Sidney in the kitchen for the next couple days, but she’ll just tell you she’s still working on Lauren’s outfit. On the third day after giving her the money, you can trigger Lauren’s cosplay scene from the kitchen in the evening.

Sidney Nighttime Events: Currently Sidney is sleeping on the couch after being kicked out of Lauren’s room.

Night: Lounge, As long as Event 8: “Separated Lauren and Sidney” is complete, this scene will trigger when Ryan enters the Lounge at night. He will scare Sidney into sleeping into Jacky’s room, after which he will have her grope Jacky, who will then send her back out to the couch, but because she is afraid, she will come and sleep in Ryan’s room with him.

Night: Ryan’s Room, When you come into your room at night, Sidney is now asleep already on your bed.
Choice: "Let's keep things going with Sidney." This event is progressive each time you choose it, until you have played 5 variations of it. After the 5th variation, it will just continue to repeat itself, where you can keep clicking to mine for Sidney libido points. Sidney libido + 1.

Spy-Cam Events Bathroom:
Acquire a spy-cam from the online store on Ryan’s computer. Go to the bathroom at anytime when someone else is not inside. A menu option will appear to “Set up new spy-cam” choose this and spy cam events in the bathroom will be available

Morning: Bathroom
Choice: “Take a peek.” This scene is available any morning. The first time you go through the scene you will take a picture that will be added to your computer’s gallery. When you repeat the scene you will not take a picture.

Morning: Bathroom with Sidney at 10 libido: You can hear moaning from outside the door.
Choice: “Take a peek” This masturbation scene is repeatable, but you will only take a picture for your computer gallery the first time you trigger this event. Sidney’s libido -5

Completed Event 15: “Sidney masturbated in the shower”

Spy-Cam Events Bedroom:
Acquire a spy-cam from the online store on Ryan’s computer. Go to Lauren’s Bedroom at anytime when she is not inside. A menu option will appear to “Set up new spy-cam” choose this and spy cam events in Lauren’s Bedroom will be available.

Afternoon Weekdays: Lauren’s bedroom whether she is angry or not
Choice: "Let's just take a peek at what she's doing. If angry" scene of Sidney working topless on her computer.
"Look through spy-cam" if she is not angry - same scene.

Afternoon Weekdays with Sidney at 10 libido: You can hear moaning from outside the door.
Choice: "Use spy-cam." Scene of Sidney masturbating on the bed.

Completed Event 16: “Sidney masturbated in bedroom”
This is the end of our current game build. We are working hard already on the next one. Game development is difficult and time consuming, and the only compensation we get is from our patrons. Right now we are developing this game part time, as D.S.-Sama and myself both work full time jobs. We are very grateful to our patrons who are supporting us already. If you’re not a patron help us by supporting us on Patreon. It would be our dream to be able to develop this game full time.